Carbon
WINS 2016 TIPA BEST TRIPOD AWARD
The 190 go! completes the advanced hobbyist and professional offering with a more compact and easy to transport version of
the successful 190 tripod. In its carbon fiber version, delivers maximum rigidity combined with the lightest components.
The new twist locks allow the easy opening and closure of all sections at once with a single hand movement, making it ultrafast to operate the tripod. Twist locks occupy less space compared to a lever, making the tripod light and compact.
The 90°column mechanism is hidden inside the tripod’s top casting until it is needed; the mechanism can then be raised with a
single finger, allowing the centre column to swing to the horizontal position.
Together, the 90°column and the 4 leg angles enable you to get as low as 7cm to the ground allowing you to expand your
creativity.
Taking its lead from our professional equipment lines, an Easy Link attachment in the top casting turns the tripod into a mobile
studio and allows it to hold an LED light, reflector or other accessory.
The 190 go! is made in Italy by Manfrotto.

Material

Carbon Fiber

Leg Lock Type

Twist Lock

Closed Length

46 cm

Max Height

147 cm

Maximum Height (with
center Column Down)

123 cm

Min Height

8 cm

Top Attachment

3/8”

Colour

Black

Weight

1.4 kgs

Safety payload

7 kgs

Leg Angles

25°, 46°, 66°, 88°

Centre Column

Rapid

Maximum Working
Temperature

60°C

Minimum Working
Temperature

-30°C

Legs Tube Diameters

25, 22, 19, 16 mm
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The 190 go! is also available in Kits enabling photographers to choose the head that is ideal for them. Either the successful
496RC2 ball head or the new 804 Mark II 3 way head whose compactness is achieved through retractable levers that can be
extended when needed.

